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Abstract: This study intended to investigate the operations of various theory-

based Differential Item Functioning (DIF) methods under different scoring 

situations. In this context, data obtained from conducting a Verbal Reasoning 

Skills Test (scored both in dichotomous and weighted scores) on 1593 

individuals was examined via Mantel-Haenszel/Mantel, Standardization and 

Likelihood Ratio Test techniques and items that point to DIF and numbers of 

items with DIF for each technique and scoring situation were identified. Results 

show that Classical Test Theory (CTT) based DIF methods generally provided 

results that were consistent in themselves and that these results were not 

significantly different from each other. Agreement between techniques based 

on Item Response Theory (IRT) and Classical Test Theory (CTT) was found to 

be low under different scoring situations and results were significantly different 

from each other. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In terms of psychological and educational sciences, reliability of a measurement tool is 

affected from variables such as test length, group homogenity and item difficulty. Validity is a 

broader term that includes reliability as well and is affected from many variables such as the 

structure of the variables that is to be measured, reason for use and bias (Aiken, 2000; Anastasi 

and Urbina, 1997; Crocker and Algina, 1986; Magnusson, 1967; Murphy and Davidshofer, 2005; 

Thorndike, 1982;). In other words, random error sources affect the reliability whereas systematic 

error sources affect validity.  

Examination of variables that affect validity points to bias as a crucial variable. In this 

context, bias can be defined as a systematic source of variation that affects the validity of the scores 

(Osterlind, 1983). Bias that occurs as a systematic variation source and affects the validity is 

defined as “the difference between the possibilities of the individual within different subgroups 
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with same ability level to give the right answer to the related test item (Angoff, 1993). From this 

definition, in the studies regarding the determination of the bias initially, it is understood that it is 

necessary to match the individuals in different subgroups regarding the ability levels and to 

examine statistically the item answering conditions of these individuals. This situation is defined 

as the examination of whether there is Differential Item Function (DIF) in the items or not. To 

maintain the distinction between relative difficulty and bias, we refer to the raw or uninterpreted 

relative difficulty as differential item functioning or DIF (Camilli & Shepard, 1994). 

It is required that the items with detected DIF (relative advantage for one group over the 

entire ability range defined as Uniform DIF; relative advantage at some ability levels for one group 

and relative advantage for the other group at other ability levels defined as Non-Uniform DIF) 

should be checked by the experts and whether the DIF is due to another source than the desired 

measured quality shall be investigated. In cases that the DIF is detected to be caused by another 

source than the desired measured quality, it can be convinced of that the related item(s) is/are 

biased (Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Selvi & Alıcı, 2016; Zumbo, 1999). 

Therefore, studies to identify DIF which presents a preventable structure as a source of 

systematic variation are included in validity studies and it is known that methods and techniques 

used in this regard are getting more comprehensive along with developing computer infrastructure 

and theories. Methods and techniques based on Classical Test Theory (CTT) and Item Response 

Theory (IRT) are among the most comprehensive ones in this context. 

Some of the methods and techniques to determine DIF developed in line with CTT and IRT 

and widely used today are briefly presented below:  

Standardized Proportion Difference Measure: The technique based on calculations using 

the Contingency Table mainly calculates the weighted means between the differences of item 

difficulty values (p) separately assessed for each group by the number of individuals.  

For the standardization technique, Equation 1 presents the formula used for Signed p 

Difference (SPD-X) DIF for dichotomous scored items, Equation 2 presents the formula used for 

Unsigned p Difference (SPD-X) and Equation 3 presents the formula used for Signed Mean 

Difference (SMD) for weighted items (Dorans & Holland, 1993; Gonzales et. al., 2010).  
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j  : Paired score level for both groups, 

Fjn : Number of individuals in the focus group for paired j score level for both groups, 

NRj: Number of individuals in the reference group for paired j score level for both groups, 

K  : Number of paired scores for both groups, 

pj : Item difficulty difference of the related item for both groups at paired j score level 
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Focus/focal and reference groups: Focus/focal group term used here is usually refers to the 

minority (disadvantaged/interest labeled) group and the reference group term refers to the majority 

(advantageg/not interest labeled) group (Santelices & Wilson, 2012). 

Values obtained from these equations are reaches from -1 to +1.values between -0.05 and 

0.05 interval show negligible DIF existence whereas values between -1 and -0.05 and 0.05 and 1 

intervals show not negligible DIF existence (Gonzales et. al, 2010). 

Mantel-Haenszel Log Odds Ratio: The technique based on calculations using the 

Contingency Table and combines odds ratios obtained from all sub group members paired in terms 

of total scores by taking group weights into consideration. Related formula is presented in Equation 

4. 
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log ( )MH e MH   

jrp :Item difficulty of the related item at j score level, 

jfq :Rate of incorrect answers for the related item at j score level. 

Positive ‘  ’ values obtained from these equations point to the existence of DIF in favor of 

reference group whereas negative values point to the existence of DIF in favor of focus group. 

values of ‘0’ show non-existing DIF (Angoff, 1993). Another criterion related to  values was 

developed by Educational Testing Service (ETS). Accordingly; 

When D=-2.35* MH ;  

A: Item without DIF is represented by                               IDI < 1 

B: Item with significant DIF is represented by          1 < IDI < 1.5 

C: Item with high levels of DIF is represented by              IDI > 1.5 

(Zwick, 2012). 

Literature includes various criteria for the interpretation of ‘
jp ’and  values. However, it 

is also suggested to apply statistical tests to determine whether these values are significantly 

different from ‘0’ (Camilli & Shepard, 1994). Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square Test, widely used in 

literature by Mantel-Haenszel (1959) was proposed for use to undertake this test (cited in: Dorans 

& Holland, 1993). Accepting ‘ 0H ’ hypothesis at the end of the test points to non-existence of DIF 

whereas rejecting the hypothesis points to existence of DIF. At least one focus-reference group is 

needed to conduct the test.  

And another formula proposed by Mantel-Haenszel (1959) to test the statistical significance 

of
MH  and 

MH  values and which shows 2 distribution at ‘1’ degree of freedom is presented in 

Equation 5 (cited in: Dorans & Holland, 1993). 
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Aj  : Number of correct answers observed at j score level for the reference group for the 

related item, 

( )E Aj  : Number of correct answers expected at j score level for the reference group for the 

related item  

jT  : Number of total individuals at j score level 

1 jm  : Number of individuals in focus and reference groups who provided correct answers 

at j score level 

0 jm  : Number of individuals in focus and reference groups who provided incorrect answers 

at j score level (including blank answers). 

To be used for items scored with weighted scoring, Mantel (1963) proposed a more 

comprehensive formula based on Mantel-Haenszel technique but obtained by extending the 

contingency table in terms of number of categories. Related formula is presented in Equation 6  

(cited in: Gonzales et. al., 2010). 
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Fj : Score of the reference group at j score level for the related item, 

E(Fj ): Expected score of the reference group’‘s at j score level for the related item, 

j  : Paired score levels for both groups, 

 K : Number of paired scores for both groups. 

Likelihood Ratio Test Technique (LRT): This technique examines whether there are 

significant differences between item parameters predicted separately for focus and reference 

groups. With this purpose, a limited model that assumes equal item parameters and an extended 

model that assumes the inequality of i. item parameter and equality of other parameters are formed 

and the difference between probability value algorithms of these two models is calculated. This 

value indicates 2 distribution (degree of freedom is equal to the number of parameters of the 

model that used).In cases where obtained value is higher than the table value, non-existence 

hypothesis is rejected and the related item is said to present DIF existence (Thissen, 2001). 

Above mentioned DIF methods based on CTT and IRT have been developed in time with 

the help of the advances in computer usage and developments in theories. However, it is known 
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that all these techniques have strong and weak aspects and many of the techniques have been 

developed to overcome the weak aspects of the others. Many studies are included in the literature 

to present the operations of different DIF identification methods based on different variables. 

These studies show that findings obtained by different DIF identification methods are affected 

from variables such as number of items with DIF, test length, level of DIF, sample size, type of 

DIF and DIF detection method (Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Gelin & Zumbo, 2003; Gierl, Jodoin & 

Ackerman, 2000; Kim & Cohen, 1991; Narayanan & Swaminathan, 1994; Osterlind, 1983; Padilla 

et. al., 2012). 

It is believed that scoring of the items is another variable that can change the findings 

obtained by DIF identification techniques. As a matter of fact, it is not possible for social sciences 

to expect equality of all items and options in psychological space. Studies also show that 

dichotomous scoring is insufficient to represent partial information of the individuals and weighted 

scoring better represents that information and provides more and reliable information about a 

larger range of skills dimension (Embretson & Reise, 2000; Ostini & Nering, 2006). Samejima’s 

(1975, 1979) study also points to the fact that items scored by using weighted scoring provides 

more statistical information compared to items scored with dichotomous scoring (cited in: Ostini 

& Nering, 2006).  

Therefore, this study intended to present the operations of widely used and easy to find 

software for application CTT and IRT based Mantel Haenzsel/Mantel, Standardization and 

Likelihood Ratio Test techniques in commonly used dichotomous, consensus based weighted 

(CBW) and emprical weighted (EW) scoring situations. Although there are many studies in 

literature about the variables such as different sample sizes, distribution of skills, number of 

items/ratio of items with DIF, level of DIF and numbers and expressions in categories used in item 

scoring, none of the accessed studies examined different scoring methods (such as dichotomous 

and weighted) in terms of DIF. Similarly, in Turkey, it has been observed that studies on DIF 

identification techniques generally focus on techniques used in the case of dichotomous scoring 

rather than polytomous scoring  (Acar, 2008; Ateşok Deveci, 2008; Ayan,2011; Çepni, 2011; 

Doğan & Öğretmen, 2008; Gök et. al., 2010; Kalaycıoğlu, 2008; Kan, 2007; Kan, Sünbül & Ömür, 

2013; Korkmaz, 2005; Kurnaz, 2006; Öğretmen, 1995; Öğretmen, 2006; Öğretmen, 2009; Yenal, 

1995; Yurdugül, 2003; Yurdugül, 2010).  

Hence, it is believed that a comprehensive study that includes different DIF identification 

techniques based on different theories that will be used for different scoring situations will 

extensively contribute to the literature in Turkey. Research findings are also believed to contribute 

to studies to ensure validity of measurement tools in the context of understanding the effects of 

different scoring situations that are used and to improve the test development process. These 

aspects reflecs the significance of this study. 

In line with the purpose of the study, answers were sought to the questions listed below:  

1. How are items with DIF distributed for university variable when they are developed based on 

Classical Test Theory and identified by using M-H/Mantel and Standardization techniques,  

a. In case of dichotomous scoring, 

b. In case of consensus based weighted scoring, 

c. In case of emprical weighted scoring?  
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2. How are items with DIF distributed for university variable when they are developed based on 

Item Response Theory and identified by using Likelihood Ratio Test technique,  

a. In case of dichotomous scoring, 

b. In case of consensus based weighted scoring, 

c. In case of emprical weighted scoring?  

3. Are there differences between items with DIF identified with DIF identification techniques 

based on Classical Test Theory and Item Response Theory in cases of dichotomous scoring, 

consensus based weighted scoring and emprical weighted scoring? 

a. Do the items with DIF obtained with M-H/Mantel, Standardization and LRT techniques 

under different scoring situations differ? 

b. Do the items identified to include DIF by using different techniques differ in cases of 

dichotomous scoring, consensus based weighted scoring and emprical weighted 

scoring? 

c. What are the agreement percentages of items with DIF identified with the help of DIF 

identification techniques based on Classical Test Theory and Item Response Theory in 

cases of dichotomous scoring, consensus based weighted scoring and emprical weighted 

scoring? 

4. Are there differences between the number of DIF items identified by DIF identification 

techniques based on based on Classical Test Theory and Item Response Theory in cases of 

dichotomous scoring, consensus based weighted scoring and emprical weighted scoring? 

This study is limited to; M-H/Mantel, Standardization and LRT techniques, Verbal 

Reasoning Skills Testandthe data obtained by applying this test, dichotomous, consensus based 

and emprical weighted scoringconditionsandtheaccuracy of the softwares used in the calculations. 

2. METHOD 

2.1. Study Group 

This study was conducted by using the data obtained from the single session Verbal 

Reasoning Skills Test administered to 1593 students attending various faculties and departments 

of Hacettepe (H.U) and Gazi (G.U) Universities in Ankara central province. Research data was 

obtained by Gözen Çıtak (2007) and used with the permission of Gözen Çıtak (2007). Since the 

study intended to investigate the operations of DIF techniques under different scoring situations 

instead of bias and sources of bias and Gözen Çıtak’s (2007) research data were only considered 

in terms of university variable, therefore focus group was selected as Hacettepe University students 

whereas the reference groups was identified as Gazi University students. Table 1 presents 

information regarding the group that provided research data.  

Table 1. Some Descriptive Information about the Group from Whom Research Data were Collected. 

Variable 
University Gender 

Hacettepe Gazi Male Female 

f 631 962 288 591 

% 39.6 61.4 32.7 67.3 

Total 1593 879 
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2.2. Data Collection 

Since the study made use of data collected by Gözen Çıtak’s (2007) Verbal Reasoning Skills 

Test, this section provides brief information about the test. Verbal Reasoning Skills Test is 

preferred because it involves different scoring situations for the same items and because it overlaps 

with research problems of this research. Verbal Reasoning Skills Test was composed of 18 

multiple choice items each of which offers four options with varying levels of accuracy and the 

items can be scored as weighted (it can be scored from 1 to 4). Score ‘4’ implies the most correct 

answer whereas score ‘1’ points to a correct yet farthest statement from the most accurate answer. 

These weights were identified from the means obtained from response option-total 

biserialcorrelation coefficients for EW scoring and from the weights provided by a ten-person 

expert group selected according to proximity of options to the correct answer for CBW scoring. 

Reliability of the test was calculated as 0.64 (KR-20) for ‘1-0’ scoring, 0.68 (Cronbach α) for CBW 

scoring and 0.69 (Cronbach α) for EW scoring. t-test was used to examine the differences between 

the means of test scores for students who are registered to programs that receive students from 

verbal and quantitative sections to obtain proof for the validity of the test and 0.01 level of 

significance was obtained among means for all three scoring methods. Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficient calculated for Turkish Verbal Expressions class scores for all three scoring 

methods was found to be 0.55 for  ‘1-0’ scoring; 0.52 for CBW scoring and 0.52 for EW scoring 

(Gözen Çıtak, 2007). 

2.3. Analysis of Data  

DIF analyses of the data used in the framework of the study were undertaken with the help 

of M-H/Mantel, Standardization and LRT techniques. As it is known, M-H/Mantel and 

Standardization techniques include assumptions that need not to be satisfied by parametric 

techniques. However, since LRT is one of the techniques based on IRT, the data should meet IRT’s 

basic assumptions such as the unidimensionality and local independence (Embretson & Reise, 

2000; Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1989; Ostini & Nering, 2006). Therefore, the first phase of data 

analysis included controlling whether these assumptions were met. Gözen Çıtak (2007) examined 

unidimensionality assumption, one of the main assumptions of IRT, by using principal components 

analysis based on inter-items tetrachoric correlation matrix and identified that 17 of the 18 items 

in the test were combined under the first component. This finding shows that data is 

unidimensional. Regarding the local independence, in the literature it is said that this assumption 

is linked to the unidimensionality and a data that is seen to be unidimensional meets also the local 

independence (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1989: 25; Lord, 1980: 19). Based on these it is deemed 

that the study data also meets the local independence.  

Second phase of data analysis examined model-data agreement to allow analyses based on 

IRT. -2 log likelihood value of the data as 13858 for H.U, 22127 for G.U for two parameter logistic 

model and as 61159.35 for weighted response model. Since the statistic with 2distribution was 

rather sensitive towards sample size and model-data agreement cannot be met for each model in 

big samples, -2 log likelihood / (S-1) – 2n(r-1) ≤ 3.00 condition was taken into consideration for 

model-data fit. 

-2 log likelihood value is also used as a measure of model-data fit in MULTILOG (Thissen, 

1991) and it is shown in the literature that the compliance values providing the -2 log likelihood / 

(S-1) – 2n(r-1) ≤ 3.00 condition can be regarded as a sign of a satisfactory fit forthe model (Bock, 

1997; Drasgow, Levine, Tsien, Williams & Mead, 1995). Here, ‘S’ is the number of response 
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patterns, n is the number of items and r is the response category. The probable number of response 

pattern in this study is 418 based on the number of items and the response category. Bock (1997) 

reported that agreement values that meet the -2 log likelihood / (S-1) - 2n(r-1) ≤ 3.00 condition 

was sufficient for model-data agreement (cited in: Gözen Çıtak, 2007). In line with these findings, 

data was found to be in agreement with two parameter logistic model for ‘1-0’ scoring and with 

weighted scoring for Graded Response Model (GRM). 

Easy-DIF software was used in the study for analyses based on M-H/Mantel and 

Standardization techniques. IRTLRDIF software was utilized for analyses based on LRT technique 

for two parameter logistic model for dichotomous scoring and GRM for weighted scoring. 

To answer the first and second sub problems of the study, 2MH   values were calculated for 

M-H/Mantel technique and level of significance was examined for these values.  
(In this section Easy-DIF software automatically uses total score in the reference and focus group 

matches). Items that provide significant values were accepted to include DIF. SPD and SMD 

values were calculated for standardization technique and cutoff scores proposed by Gonzales et. 

al. (2010) were taken into consideration when determining the existence of DIF in the item. G2 

values were calculated for LRT technique. In the calculation of G2 values, item which tested for 

DIF was taken as candidate item and other items as anchor items. 

Since these values presented 2  distribution in degree of freedom that is consistent with the 

number of predicted parameters, critical values of 2  distribution here was accepted as (2 PLM) 

5.99 ( 0.05  , df=2) for dichotomous scoring, (GRM) 7.81 ( 0.05  , df=3) for CBW and 9.48 (

0.05  , df=4) for EW scoring (Dişçi, 2012). In order to answer the third sub problem in the study, 

Cohran’‘s Q and McNemar tests were used to determine whether DIF items identified through 

various techniques presented significant differences.  

The McNemar test is used to determine if there are differences on a dichotomous dependent 

variable between two related groups. And the Cochran’s Q test is used to determine if there are 

differences on a dichotomous dependent variable between more than two related groups. 

In this study Cohran's Q test was used to test whether the DIF  items determined by M-H / 

Mantel, Standardization and LRT techniques differ significantly from each other at different 

scoring situations and McNemar test was used to investigate which techniques originated the 

difference if a significant difference was found with Cohran's Q test. Agreement between DIF 

items identified through various techniques and different scoring situations was investigated with 

simple agreement coefficient (percentage). Simple agreement coefficient (percentage) was 

obtained by proportioning the item numbers in agreement to total number of items (Erkuş, 2006). 

In order to analyses data related to the fourth sub problem n the study, chi-square test was used to 

identify the significance of differences between total number of items with DIF. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Results Related To the First and Second Sub Question 

 In order to find answers to the first sub problem, data for dichotomous, CBW and EW 

scoring were analyzed with the help of M-H/Mantel and Standardization techniques and the 

obtained information is presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Values Obtained by Different DIF Identification Techniques Based on Different Theories under 

Different Scoring Situations 
It

em
s 

Classical Test Theory Item Response Theory 

M-H/Mantel Std. LRT 

Dic. 

(p) 

CBW 

(p) 

EW 

(p) 

MH D-

DIF*** 

ETS 

Class. 

**** 

Dic. 

(SPD) 

CBW 

(SMD) 

EW 

(SMD 

Dic. 

(G2) 

CBW 

(G2) 

EW 

(G2) 

1 0.62 0.11 0.33 0,16 A 0.004 0.061 0.018 0.62 8.24 6.04 

2 0.74 0.01 0.00 0,11 A 0.008 0.095 0.091 0.52 23.54 24.44 

3 0.01 0.09 0.07 1,33 B -0.052 -0.058 -0.061 8.92 6.74 5.14 

4 0.22 0.00 0.00 0,42 A 0.021 0.079 0.096 5.82 25.34 26.14 

5 0.36 0.48 0.65 0,25 A 0.020 0.002 -0.004 1.82 3.54 3.84 

6 0.44 0.52 0.46 0,21 A -0.018 -0.029 -0.036 1.92 3.44 2.94 

7 0.91 0.33 0.37 0,02 A -0.002 -0.048 -0.055 0.62 3.24 3.44 

8 0.52 0.70 0.72 0,18 A -0.005 0.011 0.016 3.32 7.84 7.84 

9 0.34 0.16 0.07 0,25 A 0.034 -0.038 -0.050 5.42 10.44 11.44 

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,75 A -0.077 -0.139 -0.141 15.12 17.14 17.14 * 

11 0.20 0.00 0.00 0,37 A 0.031 0.109 0.069 2.92 32.74 32.54 

12 0.11 0.01 0.01 0,44 A 0.040 0.106 0.112 3.82 13.34 13.54 

13 0.63 0.69 0.71 0,16 A 0.008 0.014 0.019 13.02* 13.04 * 13.64 * 

14 0.98 0.65 0.52 0,04 A 0.009 -0.001 -0.007 2.52 13.64 * 13.14 * 

15 0.05 0.59 0.20 0,56 A 0.040 0.013 0.038 4.02 7.74 9.14 

16 0.18 0.72 0.09 0,42 A 0.020 0.024 0.071 2.32 6.54 25.54 

17 0.99 0.95 0.55 0,02 A -0.009 -0.004 0.015 2.32 3.54 8.14 

18 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,01 B -0.079 -0.198 -0.190 23.92 * 25.14 21.64 

 3** 6** 6**   3** 8** 9** 4** 9** 10** 

*: Non-Uniform DIF, **: Total number of items with DIF, ***:  (This values are calculated 

for dic. Scored items to give an idea of the effect size), ****: ETS classification for designate items as A (negligible 

or non-significant DIF), B (slight to moderate DIF), or C (moderate to large DIF) (Zwick, 2012). 

Examination of Table 2 shows the existence of significant DIF based on M-H/Mantel for 

dichotomous scoring situation in items 3, 10 and 18, existence of DIF that cannot be negligible 

based on standardization technique in items 3, 10 and 18. According to this information, a total of 

3 items points to the existence of DIF based on M-H/Mantel technique, total of 3 items points to 

the existence of DIF based on standardization. In case of CBW, a total of 6 items points to the 

existence of DIF based on M-H/Mantel technique, total of 8 items points to the existence of DIF 

based on standardization. In case of EW, a total of 6 items points to the existence of DIF based on 

M-H/Mantel technique, total of 9 items points to the existence of DIF based on standardization 

technique. 

In order to find answers to the second sub problem, data for dichotomous, CBW and EW 

scoring were analysed with the help of LRT technique and the obtained information is presented 

in Table 2. According to Table 2, examination of G2 values obtained with LRT technique under 

dichotomous scoring conditions shows that items 3, 10, 13 and 18 pointed to DIF that cannot be 

negligible. Also, Non-Uniform DIF existence was observed in items 13 and 18. Examination of 

G2values obtained by LRT technique under CBW scoring situation points to the fact that items 2, 

4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 18 included DIF existence of DIF that cannot be negligible. Also, Non-

Uniform DIF existence was observed in items 13 and 14. Examination of G2values obtained by 
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LRT technique under EW scoring situation points to the fact items 2, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16 

and 18 included DIF existence that cannot be negligible. Additionally, Non-Uniform DIF existence 

was observed in items 10, 13 and 14. 

3.2. Results Related to the Third Sub Question 

In order to find answers to the sub problem 3a, Cohran’s Q test was used to determine 

whether there were differences between DIF identification techniques based on CTT and IRT in 

cases of dichotomous, CBW and EW scoring situations. The obtained information is presented in 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Cohran’s Q Test Results for Regarding the Differences between DIF Identification Techniques 

Based on CTT and IRT in Cases of Dichotomous, CBW and EW Scoring Situations. 

Scoring Situations 
M-H/Mantel, SPD/SMD and LRT 

Cohran’s Q 

Dichotomous 2.00 

CBW 2.80 

EW 4.33 

Table 3 shows no significant differences between techniques in cases of dichotomous 

scoring (p=0.37, p>0.05); in cases of CBW (p=0.24, p>0.05); and EW (p=0.11, 

p>0.05). 

In order to find answers to the sub problem 3b,  Cohran’s Q and McNemar tests were used 

to determine whether there were differences between DIF identification techniques based on CTT 

and IRT in cases of dichotomous, CBW and EW scoring situations. Since no items pointed to the 

existence of DIF. The obtained information is presented in Table 4.  

Table 4 shows no significant differences between M-H/Mantel technique and scoring 

situations (p=0.16, p>0.05), significant differences between standardization technique and scoring 

situations (p=0.01, p<0.05) and significant differences between LRT technique and scoring 

situation (p=0.02, p<0.05). 

Table 4. Cohran’s Q and McNemar Test Results for Regarding the Differences between DIF Identification 

Techniques Based on CTT And IRT In Cases of Dichotomous, CBW and EW Scoring Situations. 

 

DIF Procedures 

Dichotomous 

CBW-EW 

Dichotomous 

CBW 

Dichotomous 

EW 

CBW-EW 

Cohran’s 

Q 

p McNemar p McNemar 

p 

McNemar p 

M-H/Mantel 3.60 0.16 - - - 

SPD/SMD 8.85 0.01 0.06 0.03 1.00 

LRT 7.75 0.02 0.12 0.07 1.00 

 

McNemar test was conducted to determine which scoring situation generated this difference 

and scoring situations were compared with each other. According to this analysis, there were no 

differences between dichotomous and CBW scoring situations (p=0.06, p>0.05); there were 

significant differences between dichotomous and EW scoring situations (p=0.03, p<0.05) and there 

were no differences between CBW and EW scoring situations (p=1.00, p>0.05) when 
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standardization technique was used. There were no differences between dichotomous and CBW 

scoring situations (p=0.12, p>0.05), there were significant differences between dichotomous and 

EW scoring situations (p=0.07, p>0.05) and there were no differences between CBW and EW 

scoring situations (p=1.00, p>0.05) when LRT technique was used. 

In order to find answers to the sub problem 3c, simple agreement coefficients (percentages) 

were calculated for items with DIF identified with DIF identification techniques based on CTT 

and IRT under dichotomous, CBW and EW scoring conditions. The obtained information is 

presented in Table 5. 

Table 5. Agreement Coefficients (Percentages) for DIF Items Identified with DIF Identification Techniques 

Based on CTT And IRT in Cases of Dichotomous, CBW and EW Scoring Situations. 

 

Concordance Between Procedures 

M-H/Mantel 

and Std. 

M-H/Mantel 

and LRT 

Std. and 

LRT 

M-H/Mantel, 

Std. and LRT 

Dichotomous %100 %94 %94 %94 

CBW %89 %83 %78 %72 

EW %83 %78 %78 %67 

 

Concordance Between Scoring Situations  

 

Dichotomous-

CBW 

 

Dichotomou

s-EW 

 

CBW-

EW 

 

Dichotomous-

CBW-EW 

M-H/Mantel %72 %78 %100 %72 

Standardization %72 %67 %83 %61 

LRT %61 %56 %94 %56 

 

According to Table 5, the highest agreement in dichotomous scoring situation was observed 

between M-H/Mantel and SPD techniques (100%) and the agreement in all other techniques was 

lower than that of agreement between M-H/Mantel and SPD techniques but was the same (94%). 

The highest agreement in CBW scoring situation was observed between M-H/Mantel and SPD 

techniques (89%) but this agreement was lower than the agreement obtained in cases of 

dichotomous scoring. It was also observed that agreement between M-H/Mantel and LRT, SPD 

and LRT and agreement among all three techniques was lower compared to agreement observed 

in the dichotomous case. The highest agreement in EW scoring situation was observed between 

M-H/Mantel and SPD techniques (83%) but with a general decrease in agreement between 

techniques compared to other scoring situations.  

Agreement between scoring in Table 5 shows that the highest agreement was observed 

between CBW and EW scoring situations in M-H/Mantel technique (100%) and that agreement 

between dichotomous and CBW (72%) and dichotomous and EW (78%) was lower than that of 

CBW and EW scoring situations. The highest agreement was observed between CBW and EW 

scoring situations in Standardization technique (83%). Agreement between dichotomous and 

CBW (72%) and dichotomous and EW (67%) scoring situations was lower than the agreement 

between CBW and EW scoring situations and also agreement obtained with Standardization 

technique from different scoring situations was higher than the agreement obtained with M-

H/Mantel technique. The highest agreement was observed between CBW and EW scoring 

situations in LRT technique (94%) and it was found that agreement between dichotomous and 

CBW (61%) and dichotomous and EW (56%) was lower than that of CBW and EW scoring 

situations and that the lowest agreement rate for dichotomous and weighted scoring situations was 

obtained in LRT technique. 
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3.3. Results Related to the Fourth Sub Question 

Table 2 presents the items with DIF identified with DIF identification techniques based on 

CTT and IRT under dichotomous and weighted scoring situations.  

Fisher’‘s Exact 2 test was conducted on the obtained data to find answers the related sub 

problem and it was found that DIF identification techniques that were used and scoring situations 

were independent of each other (p=0.55, p>0.05). Number of cells with expected values below 5 

were calculated to undertake Fisher’‘s Exact 2 test and since this number is higher than the 20% 

of the total number of cells (33%), it was decided to combine the cells among themselves based 

on DIF identification techniques using  CTT (M-H/Mantel, SPD/SMD) and weighted scoring 

situations. During this integration, it was ensured that items with DIF were counted only once for 

the three techniques and for both weighted scoring situations, in other words, clusters were 

integrated.  

4. CONCLUSION 

This study intended to investigate the operations of widely used M-H/Mantel, 

Standardization and Likelihood ratio tests based on CTT and IRT under dichotomous, CBW and 

EW scoring conditions. Although there were no significant differences between techniques for 

items with DIF under dichotomous scoring conditions, it was observed that techniques based on 

CTT generated more agreement among themselves compared to techniques based on IRT. The 

most important cause for this observation may be related to calculating the MH/Mantel and 

Standardization techniques by using the contingency tables and that they are based on the same 

theory. The fact that LRT technique was able to identify DIF in one more item in addition to 

MH/Mantel and Standardization techniques and the fact that this addition all item presented non-

uniform DIF gives the impression that LRT technique is more sensitive to identify non-uniform 

DIF cases. It can be claimed that these findings are be parallel to the findings obtained by Atalayet. 

al. (2012). 

Literature presents various studies that point to the fact that different techniques provide 

different results but also techniques based on CTT and IRT show more agreement among 

themselves  (Abedlazeez, 2010; Doğan & Öğretmen, 2008; Kan, Sünbül & Ömür ,2013; Spray & 

Miller, 1994; Ward & Bennett, 2012). Results obtained from the current study are consistent with 

these studies in general. 

Standardization technique was able to identify existence of DIF in two more items with the 

use of CBW in addition to M-H/Mantel technique and that very similar results were obtained by 

Standardization and LRT techniques in terms of total items with DIF creates the view at first that 

agreement between Standardization and LRT is higher than the agreement between M-H/Mantel 

and LRT. However, identification of agreement between  M-H/Mantel and LRT techniques as  

83%, agreement between  Standardization and LRT techniques as 78% and agreement between  

M-H/Mantel and Standardization techniques as 89% shows that agreement between M-H/Mantel 

and LRTtechniques was higher than the agreement between Standardization and LRT techniques 

in terms of items identified to include DIF. This results shows that M-H/Mantel technique is more 

in agreement with LRT technique. This result may be related to the odds ratio of M-H/Mantel 

technique and calculating the Standardization technique through “p” values. As a matter of fact, 

literature mentions that using only ”p” values as an indicator of DIF is problematic for DIF 

findings since “p” values are affected by mean group differences (real difference as proof of 
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validity) and by item discrimination (
jxr ) (Angoff, 1982; Hunter, 1975; Lord, 1977, cited in: 

Camilli and Shepard, 1994). 

Although findings obtained for dichotomous scoring conditions and similarly for CBW 

scoring conditions did not point to significant differences in terms of techniques that were used, it 

was observed that techniques based on CTT provided more agreement compared to techniques 

based on IRT.  As was the case in dichotomous scoring situations, here the reason was believed to 

be generated from using contingency table to calculate M-H/Mantel and Standardization 

techniques and the fact that they were based on the same theory.  

Identification of more DIF items with LRT technique compared to M-H/Mantel and 

Standardization techniques and that these items presented non-uniform DIF gives the impression 

that LRT technique can be more sensitive in this regard under CBW scoring conditions.  

Compared to dichotomous scoring conditions, CBW scoring conditions provided increases 

in items with DIF which was more than double compared to items identified by all techniques. For 

instance, existence of identified DIF was 3 in dichotomous scoring condition for M-H/Mantel 

technique, 6 in CBW scoring condition, 3 in dichotomous scoring condition for Standardization 

technique, 8 in CBW scoring condition, 4 in dichotomous scoring condition for LRT technique 

and 9 in CBW scoring condition. Results of Cohran’‘s Q test presented significant differences for 

the items with DIF for Standardization and LRT techniques under dichotomous and CBW scoring 

conditions. This difference was not significant for M-H/Mantel technique. These findings are 

parallel to the findings obtained by Atalayet. al. (2012). 

Findings display that DIF findings obtained for the same test with different DIF 

identification techniques under dichotomous and CBW scoring conditions may change. It is 

believed that this change is related to the fact that weighted scoring of items represent partial 

information of the individuals better, it provides information about a larger range of skills 

dimension and provides more reliable statistical information (Embretson & Reise, 2000; Ostini & 

Nering, 2006). 

Obtaining similar findings in EW scoring situation to CBW scoring situation shows that 

techniques based on CTT show more agreement among themselves in all conditions (dichotomous, 

EW and CBW) compared to IRT based techniques and LRT technique identified existence of DIF 

in more items. Findings also show that agreement between DIF identification techniques 

deteriorate when scoring is moved form dichotomous conditions to CBW and EW scoring 

conditions. Agreement between items identified for CBW and EW scoring conditions were rather 

high for all techniques and no significant differences were observed for between these scoring 

conditions. Significant differences were observed between dichotomous and CBW scoring 

conditions for items with DIF for standardization technique. These findings show that weighted 

scoring conditions can be more consistent with each other compared to dichotomous scoring 

conditions.  

Additionally, it was observed that total number of items identified by techniques based on 

CTT and IRT under dichotomous and weighted conditions are significantly independent of each 

other, these findings are consistent with the findings of Abedlazeez (2010). 

Findings display that DIF findings obtained for the same items with the same DIF 

identification techniques for dichotomous and weighted scoring conditions can differ. This finding 

can show that DIF is not only the function of the item but also the function of the used scoring 
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method as well. Dichotomous scoring should not generate sufficient variability between 

individuals for the techniques that are used and is unable to represent real competence levels. These 

findings correspond with the findings of the study undertaken by Wetzel et. al. (2013) and Gelin 

& Zumbo (2003). 

The highest number of DIF existence was identified by LRT technique in this study for all 

scoring conditions. It is believed that this result is dependent by the facts that M-H and 

Standardization techniques have insufficiencies in identifying non-uniform DIF existence, general 

advantages provided by IRT and adding the slope parameters in the calculation in LRT technique. 

Similarly, Embretssonand & Reise (2000) also reported that IRT is more advantageous than 

techniques based on CCT in tracing items with DIF in general. 
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